The paragraph above describes the season 2 finale of the BBC's Sherlock ('The Reichenbach Fall') in which the titular character is seen to commit suicide by throwing himself from the rooftop of Barts, and also describes a scene I observed one summer's day in London in 2012. 3 After a serendipitous encounter with an Australian Sherlockian, we embarked on a self--guided Sherlock Holmes walking tour which brought us to the medical establishment and, more interestingly, a fellow enthusiast from America who was re--enacting that climactic scene. A relative stood nearby taking photos as proof and souvenir of the city, foregoing hackneyed panoramic shots of the identifiable dome of St Paul's Cathedral in the background.
These media tourists were undertaking a pilgrimage of sorts that sought to capture a 'London' that was meaningful. Other fans had already paid tribute at the site by marking a section of the building's exterior with notes and scrawls-'I believe in Holmes--inspired tourism and the importance of paratexts in the production of meaning, and to explore the affective experiences of London (or, more aptly, 'Londons') that tourists seek out. A central premise is that Sherlock tourism stages the metropolis as seething with the spectral, destablising the modernist endeavour to render the world completely knowable and transparent. I argue that the embodied experiences and performances of the Sherlock fan--as--tourist are influenced and informed by multiple representations and narratives, constructing spectro--geographies in which the tourist revels in the pleasures of the imperceptible and the in--between.
-ON THE TRAIL(S): SHERLOCK HOLMES TOURISM AS MULTI-MEDIATED EXPERIENCE
Today, VisitBritain increasingly uses the UK's world--renowned film and literary heritage … to raise awareness of the appeals of Britain and its destinations. Sherlock Holmes is known around the world as one of Britain's most iconic characters. Our partnership with Warner Bros.
Pictures is a great way of helping people discover the secrets of our destinations and entice them into having a fantastic adventure here. 4 Writing in 1997 (and then again in 2007), Roberta Pearson noted the paucity of scholarly attention to Sherlock Holmes fandom despite it being one of the oldest (the first official Sherlockian society, the Baker Street Irregulars, was established in New York City in 1934). 5 Fast--forward to 2014 and the picture is quite different. Sherlock
Holmes is now a massive multimedia concept with highly visible dedicated communities that have prompted critical inquiry. Arguably, the iconic figure has never really disappeared from the public eye or suffered from lack of interest. McKellen as the retired detective, is scheduled to commence production in 2014, further testifying to the current populist appeal of the Holmesian diegesis. 7 One aspect of the Sherlock Holmes cultural phenomenon is the increasingly prevalent practice of visiting places associated with Holmes. Here, I adopt a cultural studies approach to understand how Holmes's London is staged for tourists and how tourists read and navigate these sites, drawing upon ethnographic techniques to gather preliminary data. As my focus is on London's affective spectro--geographies and the hypertextual nature of Sherlock tourism, this involves presenting my own observations and deductions that are admittedly impressionistic at times. Fieldwork was conducted in June and July 2012 in London. Two methods were employed to gather qualitative data: interviews (formal and informal) and participatory observation. Structured interviews were undertaken with three tour guides (from London Walks and London Horror Tours), a literary scholar from Cambridge University (who was presenting a lecture on Sherlock Holmes at the time of the fieldwork), four members of the Sherlock Holmes Society of London, and the proprietor of a Sherlock Holmes--affiliated establishment. Semi--structured interviews and informal discussions were conducted with individuals I encountered on organised walking tours and self--guided walks (plans to distribute questionnaires on the tours were abandoned due to lack of participant interest in the exercise). 8 The interviews yielded insight into the design of tours, and tourists' motivations for travelling, their experiences and perceptions of the city. Observation was carried out at locations such as the Sherlock Holmes Museum, St Bartholomew's Hospital and Speedy's Café to gauge how tourists engaged with their environments. I participated in three Sherlock--specific tours (two specialising in literary locations, one in onscreen locations) and two tours that explored Victorian London (one focusing on Jack the Ripper, the other on the city's ghosts). 9 The tour subject parameters were expanded to understand how Sherlock tourism operates within, and consequently contributes to, the laden history, mythology and iconography of London. The tours lasted no longer than two hours, with groups ranging from approximately fourteen to forty--five members and spanning all ages. The cohorts were international, although there was a notably large British, American and Australian contingent. 12 Grace's statement elucidates that points of reference were paramount to her experience of place, rather than any perceived valuation of a location based on its being factual or fictional. The identification of such 'landmarks' rendered the site meaningful.
Louisa Ellen Stein and Kristina Busse argue that Sherlock Holmes is 'an evolving transmedia figure, at the center of myriad cultural intersections and diverse representational and fan traditions'. 13 The multi--mediated nature of popular culture, overlapping fandoms, user--generated content and pervasive culture of adaptations (literature to screen and computer game; film to theme park, and so on) now mean it is increasingly difficult to contain categories such as 'literary tourism' or to fix a singular representation of Sherlock Holmes in a globalised context. 14 Jersey stressed that she was equally invested in the novels and short stories as the BBC series. Their responses support the idea that 'Sherlock Holmes has become far larger, and now means far more, than the letter of the texts that inspired it'. 15 Here, I draw upon the paratext as a way of conceptualising the hypertextual, multi--mediated nature of Sherlock tourism. In writing about literary works, Gérard Genette proposes that a text is accompanied by other (official and unofficial) productions, such as the title, author's name and illustrations, that 'surround it and extend it, precisely in order to present it, in the usual sense of this verb but also in the strongest sense: to make present, to ensure the text's presence in the world'. 16 Understanding a text occurs in relation to the paratexts. Genette goes so far as to say that no text can exist without paratexts. 17 A reader will have already come into contact with a multiplicity of paratexts before arriving at their primary text, such as reviews and trailers for an upcoming film. Paratexts prepare readers for other texts, informing their reading strategies and expectations. 18 Applying Genette's concept to popular culture in the age of Web 2.0, we see the foregrounding of paratexts in the strategic production, promotion and circulation of cultural texts, whether by industry or consumers--as--producers. The earlier example of VisitBritain's tourism tie--in to the Warner Bros. film exemplifies this. Whereas paratextual relationships in literature may not be evident to the reader or be brought to the reader's attention according to Genette, it now appears multi--media(ted) paratexts overtly court the audience. 19 One need only browse a text online to find prompts to a plethora of associated websites. If we take the example of Sherlockology.com-a website that describes itself as the 'ultimate guide for any BBC Sherlock fan'-hyperlinks to the show's primary characters will direct one to the actors' biographies and their other works; wardrobe and prop descriptions provide links to retailers who stock the items (sleuthing segues into shopping); location guides provide detailed travel itineraries and endorse establishments (melding pilgrimage with the leisure industry); and newsfeeds link to texts outside the Sherlock Holmes diegesis. 20 Importantly, the paratext is not a hermetic border but signifies a threshold.
According to Genette, it is an undefined fringe zone 'not only of transition but also of transaction' where 'a convergence of effects' takes place. 21 The meaning of a text does not exist pre--determined, waiting to be retrieved like a static image from a repository, but is constructed in the moment of transaction. 'Actualisation' in the very act of reading is central to meaning. In a multi--mediated culture, Genette . This is not to refute dominant reading strategies, but it does indicate how other interpretations can transpire in the moment of transaction.
-LONDONS LURKING: SPECTRAL SPACES OF THE CITY
We moderns, despite our mechanistic and rationalistic ethos, live in landscapes filled with ghosts. The scenes we pass through each day are inhabited, possessed, by spirits we cannot see but whose presence we nevertheless experience. 22 In contending that Sherlock Holmes as cultural phenomenon is a hypertextual, multi--mediated construction, I now explore the staging of Holmes's London in tourism as a space of alterity and haunting presences informed by paratexts. Hansen have described as London's spectro (spectral) geographies that confound linear temporality, thus disrupting the neat ordering of past and present. 23 Memories and history are not inert and corpse--like but continue to exert their influence. In other words, the past has not passed. According to Alex Murray, constant displacement-a 'perpetual terminological restlessness'-underpins spectrality and gives the sense of London as a site of alterity. 24 The burgeoning body of work on the metropolis's psychogeography attests to this conceptualisation; that below the surface are unseen worlds in which the ghosts of the dead, the forgotten and the abject still hum with life. The writings of Iain Sinclair and Peter Ackroyd have been particularly influential in such representations. For instance, in London Under Ackroyd documents the crypts, vaults and burial grounds which house 'communities of the dead buried beneath the earth', the Fleet River which pulses underneath the city ('It is not dead'), and abandoned underground tunnels whose 'subterranean presence will endure as long as London itself'. 25 Implicit in Ackroyd's account is that cities have 'a shadowy density about them', and in these shadows are dramatic presences that we often cannot see or rationalise, but can sense. 26 The facades of the quotidian urbanscape cloak an altogether more opaque, sinister self/selves. Spectrality reinforces that place is constituted of physical terrain and imagined topographies. As such, places are always ambivalent. In exploring ghostliness as a type of affect in the production of cities and how cities can haunt their citizens, Steve
Pile avers that 'we cannot understand social senses of space unless there is a place for feelings, emotions and affect'. 27 This resonates with Michael Bell's figuration of 'ghosts' as a 'felt presence-an anima, geist, or genius-that possesses and gives a sense of social aliveness to a place'. 28 If we take the example of London's East End, it is comprised of the tangible environment (buildings, streets, graffiti, human traffic, and so forth), 'echolalic' presences and narrative. 29 Amid the flurry of gentrification in the area, its violent history still lingers in the form of such bogeymen as Jack the Ripper and the Kray brothers. As a result, the East End signifies a space that has concurrently witnessed and been an accomplice to crimes and horrors that continue to actively define it. In fact, Robert Mighall argues that our cultural maps of London are shaped by the notion of criminality, which is a critical component of its (perceived) identity. 30 This has certainly been evident in the spectrum of dark assure that the ominous modern metropolis could be brought to light, understood and controlled. 38 One of the reasons Holmes was so revered among a Victorian readership was his ability to restore their faith in rationality in a time when ideological terror of mass urbanisation was rife. 39 Holmes's almost preternatural skills of deduction allowed him to read the city and know it intimately.
I argue that Sherlock tourism operates on a different playing field. While the tourist also wishes to read and know the city, their objective is not to reach finality but to keep 'the game' in play and prolong the thrill of the chase. There is 'a sense that [the tourist] might discover something that hasn't previously been noticed, they might find some sort of secret'. 40 Each new paratext (for instance, object, location, adaptation, website) functions like an 'additional piece of information [that] expands the realm of possibility'. 41 The Sherlock enthusiast travels not only to confirm their knowledge, but to uncover the city of limitless possibilities. The fan's or tourist's enactment and embodied experience is a case of 'playing things out and taking the text beyond its boundaries, seeing how far it can go'. 42 London. 44 The latter is captured through cinematography in which the mise--en--scène is bleached of warm hues in favour of a cooler colour palette (blue, grey, white), rendering the landscape alienating and eerie (a technique also used in the Warner Bros. films). Despite its modern setting, London is still experienced as a strange site of furtive rendezvous, rookeries and dark thoroughfares, peopled by shady Others, in which the old Empire seeps through. The crossover of different temporalities and images create composite spaces that bear traces of something else. Richard Burnip, who conducts Sherlock tours (among others) for London Walks, asserts that the Sherlock series layers in 'so many references to the original stories that you kind of lose count of them in a way'. 45 Understandings of Holmes's London rest somewhere in between the multiplicity of topographies and representations.
In the following passage from 'The Sign of the Four', even Watson-a man of science-cannot negate the haunting ambience of the city:
The yellow glare from the shop--windows streamed out into the steamy, vaporous air, and threw a murky, shifting radiance across the crowded thoroughfare. There was to my mind something eerie and ghostlike in the endless procession of faces which flitted across these narrow bars of light ... I am not subject to impressions, but the dull, heavy evening, with the strange business upon which we were engaged, combined to make me nervous and depressed. 46 This enduring impression arguably accounts for the ease of appropriation of Sherlock Holmes in different socio--historical contexts. Regardless of whether it is a reboot set in Victorian London, modern--day London or modern--day New York, the mood of the sinister city remains central to the narratives (although a certain 'London--ness' of the setting prevails). 47 While Sherlock may present a 'clean' London that is devoid of the usual '"Holmesian" world of shadows and fog', as claimed by Bran Nicol, I am more concerned with the feel and experience of the city. 48 Returning to the opening anecdote, on that summer's day St Bartholomew's Hospital was envisioned by my fellow Sherlockian and I in, and with, a grim light. We entered the affective space of the baleful metropolis, complete with phantoms and menacing silhouettes, demonstrating that '[b]eing haunted draws us affectively, sometimes against our will and always a bit magically, into the structure of feeling of a reality we come to experience, not as cold knowledge, but as a transformative recognition'. 49 The tourist following the Sherlock trail desires a mood complicit with the pleasures of the foreboding.
-IN THE MOOD: EMBODIED EXPERIENCES OF THE SECRET CITY
Follow in the great detective's footsteps and discover Sherlock Holmes' Britain for yourself. Head to London where Holmes and Watson lived at 221B Baker Street, dine at Simpson's on the Strand, Holmes' favourite restaurant, and discover key filming locations for Guy Ritchie's movie. 50 In his research on tourism based on detective television programs, Stijn Reijnders emphasises the centrality of the experience of place. 51 Reijnders asserts that these ventures follow a similar premise to police investigations in that the tourist is constantly traversing through the landscape like the detective. 52 On Sherlock tours and self--guided walks, I similarly noted that participants were engaged in topographical detection in which they followed clues to piece together their own narratives and, I would argue, essentially became characters in their own stories. 53 Tour participants would regularly probe guides for information to construct a more complete picture, such as confirming the exact location of a specific event or visual marker from a narrative. Subsequent nods of heads and loud sighs of discovery and recognition indicated successful matches between imagined scenarios and the landscape before them-a case of the tourist as quasi--detective. Tour members were encouraged to put themselves 'in the picture' and become part of the scene. The tourists almost always lose any sense of orientation as the walks move around narrow streets, reverse on themselves, head down underpasses, or move through some of the few existing narrow alleyways. Here, the old and the new are mixed in ways where the new also points to the old. 56 Guides on Sherlock tours devised similar opportunities for participants to connect to other spaces and times. All three guides interviewed in this study acknowledged 57 It was apparent that physical navigation of a site was crucial in actualising the landscape so that the 'experience is one of space and (popular) narrative'. 58 The Sherlock Holmes tourist aspires to re--experience a text and construct an intimate and corporeal relationship with it. This intensification between self and (con)text can be achieved using assorted means, such as implementing props (for instance, costumes) and mental simulations (taking on a character's persona and simulating that individual's experiences and emotions from a narrative). This demonstrates how the tourist 'enters the hermeneutic circle in order to re--experience and reconstruct the filmic signs or objects in the real world'. 59 On the walking tours, it was not uncommon for participants to linger at a site or to break away from the party (albeit briefly) for quiet reflection. One Sherlockian admitted that she listened to the Sherlock soundtrack on her iPod to create an ambience on her ambles around London. The Sherlock enthusiast described at the beginning of this article sought to literally embody the experience by placing her own body into the same position as Holmes when he lay (supposedly) dead on the sidewalk outside St Bartholomew's Hospital.
Sherlock locales function as access points for the tourist, signifying Genette's thresholds where transition and transaction occur. In the act of crossing over these thresholds, the tourist seeks out places with the potential for, and anticipation of, transformation of the self and environment. According to literary scholar Jenny Bavidge, the reader of detective fiction enters into a contract with the author/text 'that they can be taken into a dark place'. 60 was humorously gagged by staff in 'The Reichenbach Fall', and they may be in on the joke that one of the club members in the scene was played by Douglas Wilmer (famous for his portrayal of Holmes in the 1960s). Ultimately however, the tourist's experience is intensely private. The tourist's own cognitive schemas and personal cartographies contribute to the sense of an orphic city in which 'the palimpsests of secret knowledge' threaten to surface, even if momentarily. 62 Sherlock tourism works by way of engaging one in and with interstitial spaces-between what is there and what is imagined, between the past and present.
This echoes the remarks made by Steve McKenna, a journalist participating on a spy tour of London:
As we pass Her Majesty's Treasury, I overhear a couple talking in Russian-or is it Czech, or Finnish? They've got a London A-Z with them, and a camera, but I wonder-are they really just tourists? … I find myself surveying the capital's most famous streets with new, more suspicious, eyes. 63 On this Intelligence Trail tour, fictional narratives amalgamate with historical events. The exploits of Agent 007 sidle up to scandals of high treason and the whereabouts of former spook hangouts. This example evinces how mood and atmosphere are paramount to the tourist's experience, rather than 'authenticity' and 'realism' per se. In fact, the very notions of authenticity and realism are so fraught with difficulties that it would perhaps be more useful to think in terms of the 'construction of (touristic) reality'. 64 -NOTES
